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Our Fall exhibit compares four up-and-coming restaurant franchises. Three of these — N.Y.P.D. Pizza, Five Guys Burgers, and Panera Bread — have made Franchise Times magazine’s list of “Fast 55” successful companies experiencing speedy growth. The fourth, uFood, is a brand new “healthy fast-food” concept.

Come see our display in the library, now through December, to learn more about these and other “fast” restaurant franchises.

Restaurant Ownership Made Easy:
A Focus on Four Fast Franchises

Have you ever wanted to own a restaurant but were afraid to go it alone? Buying a franchise restaurant can take a lot of the work and worry out of entrepreneurship.

Our Fall exhibit compares four up-and-coming restaurant franchises. Three of these — N.Y.P.D. Pizza, Five Guys Burgers, and Panera Bread — have made Franchise Times magazine’s list of “Fast 55” successful companies experiencing speedy growth. The fourth, uFood, is a brand new “healthy fast-food” concept.

Come see our display in the library, now through December, to learn more about these and other “fast” restaurant franchises.
Sometimes It *is* Easy Being Green!

We are pleased to announce that Check It Out, Rosen Library's newsletter, will now be published only in electronic form. Publishing online saves paper and ink costs and contributes to the University's ongoing mission to be more environmentally responsible. And if you're like most folks, chances are you've been reading Check It Out online for a long time anyway.

You can always catch the current issue (and previous ones, too) on our website by clicking on the Library News link. (And if you really miss the "dead tree" version, you can always print it out the PDF from this page!) While you're there, be sure to check out the recent posts to the always environmentally-friendly Rosen Library Blog.

Top Rosen Reads...

**FOR FUN...**

- **South of Broad** by Pat Conroy
  The one and only Pat Conroy returns, with a big, sprawling novel that is at once a love letter to Charleston and to lifelong friendship...” - Publisher’s Description

- **Twenties Girl** by Sophie Kinsella
  “Kinsella, a master of comic pacing and feminine wit (see: the wildly successful Shopaholic series), casts a bigger net with this piece of fun and fluff, weaving family dynamics and an old-fashioned mystery into the familiar chick lit romance.” - Publishers Weekly

- **Rhino Ranch** by Larry McMurtry
  “A lovely, high-lonesome end to Duane's saga that also offers the possibility of more books to come.” - Kirkus Reviews

**FOR SCHOOL...**

- **Food Jobs: 150 Great Jobs for Culinary Students, Career Changers and Food Lovers** by Irena Chalmers
  “Packed with practical information, easy and even funny, very serious and accurate in its comments and advice.” - Edouard Cointreau, founder and president of the Gourmand World Cookbook Awards

- **Special Event Production: The Process** by Doug Matthews
  "Provides a clear and thorough guide to the technical, behind-the-scenes aspects of special events.” - Publisher’s Description

- **Creating Magic: 10 Common Sense Leadership Strategies from a Life at Disney** by Lee Cockerell
  "Lee Cockerell delivers his ideas about leadership in a common sense way that can really reach people and help them improve their effectiveness at work, at home, and in their communities.” - Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager® and The One Minute Entrepreneur

For Breaking News, Announcements, New Book Lists, and More... Click on the Rosen Library Blog! from our homepage: http://library.ucf.edu/rosen